Upcoming Exam Information:

November 14, 2017
1:00pm - 5:00pm
Maurepas Room
JW Marriott
614 Canal Street
New Orleans, LA

Applications can be found on our website
www.neboboard.org
under “Certification”

Applications are due
August 17, 2017

HEADQUARTERS

As of January 1, 2017 the NEBO office moved and with that came a new Executive Director, Dr. Daniel C. Yeager. Dan has been a Board Certified Ocularist and member of NEBO since 1981, served on the Board of Directors and was Secretary from 1995-1998. Dan's attention to detail and knowledge of NEBO's history makes him a great fit for this position. As we continue this transition we greatly appreciate everyone's continued patience. Any question or concerns can be directed to Dan by phone or email.

nebo@neboboard.org
IN MEMORY

On April 24, 2017, NEBO and the Ocularist community lost one of our most adamant supporters, and one of the original NEBO founders. As a practicing BCO, BADO, Fellow and Honorary ASO Member, ‘Ray’ Jahrling practiced in the Boston and Providence, MA area. His passing was peaceful at the age of 91 in Naples, Florida. Starting in the mid 70’s, Ray worked tirelessly to help form NEBO and promote our superior testing and rigorous examination process for Ocularists. Ray continued his impassioned work into late 2016 writing to State and National agencies and insurance companies, demanding recognition of the NEBO Board Certified Ocularist as the gold standard for ocular prosthetics services. Ray embodied service, passion and dedication not only to NEBO and the ASO organization, but further as a mentor, teacher, US Marine and ‘Father’ to many of us. Thank you Raymond C. Jahrling, our world is truly a better place because you served us all unselfishly.

Respectfully,
Daniel C. Yeager, Executive Director NEBO, the NEBO Board, and all of us that can claim the “BCO” title.

NEBO NEWS

Since the beginning of the year many changes have happened and many more are still to come. Including a new website, outside credit opportunity and fees, certifying more Ocularists internationally, and working with two new organizations to re-certify our test qualities. Please feel free to contact us by email or phone, anytime you have questions regarding your certification.

Congratulations to our newest Board Certified Ocularists!

Stacey Erickson
Emily Anderson
Sachin Gupta
Lindsey Kazanovicz-Boyle
Robert Piercy II
Kari Schmitt

NEBO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Kurt Jahrling BCO - Chairman
Providence, RI

Michael Strauss, BCO - Vice Chairman
Rochester, NY

John Kelley Jr. BCO - Treasurer
Towson, MD

Vaune Bulgarelli, BCO
Coralville, IA

Marie Drennan, BCO
Vancouver, B.C., Canada

Thomas Johnson, MD
Miami, FL

Jon MacLean
Duluth, GA

Dan Yeager, BCO - Executive Director
Iowa City, IA
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